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Gamification defined
Gamification is the concept that you can apply the
basic elements that make games fun and engaging
to things that typically aren’t considered a game.
Gamification at its core is about fun, rewards, and
social connections. It has the opportunity to connect
people in ways never seen before.
http://gamification.org/wiki/Gamification

Gamification is not
about making video
games.
But I’m going to talk a bit about
video games in a minute.

What resources are out
there?

Big picture

Jane McGonigal

http://www.flickr.com/photos/tedconference/4350200172/

Reality is Broken
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The 4 traits of all games
14 fixes for reality
Big problems addressed
with games

The 4 traits of games
•
•
•
•

A goal
Rules
A feedback system
Voluntary participation
McGonigal, 2011

http://www.amazon.com/Play-According-Hoyle-Hoyles-Rules/dp/5550136422/

Fixes for reality
1.

Tackle unnecessary obstacles

2.

Activate extreme positive emotion

3.

Do more satisfying work

4.

Find better hope of success

5.

Strengthen your social connectivity

6.

Immerse yourself in epic scale

7.

Participate wholeheartedly wherever, whenever we can

8.

Seek meaningful rewards for making a better eﬀort

9.

Have more fun with strangers

10.

Invent and adopt new happiness hacks

11.

Contribute to a sustainable engagement economy

12.

Seek out more epic wins

13.

Spend ten thousand hours collaborating

14.

Develop massively multiplayer foresight

McGonigal, 2011

Real examples

Jetset

Putting gamification to
practice

Gamification
Master Class
•
•
•
•
•

Motivation and loyalty
Player types
“Be the sherpa”
Points and progress
Onboarding

Build loyalty with SAPS

• Status
• Access
• Power
• Stuﬀ
Zichermann, 2011

http://www.flickr.com/photos/34014216@N02/4712853749/

Bartle’s Gamer Types
Acting
Killers

Achievers

People

Environment

Socializers

Explorers
Interacting

Test yourself!
bit.ly/bartletype

Progression to Mastery
Master
Expert
Problem
Solver
Novice

http://www.flickr.com/photos/21769199@N00/5368014222/

Visionary

Points Systems
•
•
•
•
•

Experience points
Redeemable points
Skill-based
Karma
Reputation
Zichermann, 2011

“Level up” examples
•
•
•

American Express
University system
Military, Boy Scouts
Zichermann, 2011

http://www.monstermarketplace.com/military-collectibles-and-antiques/ww-ii-us-army-master-sargent-rank-stripes-wool

Onboarding
•
•
•
•
•

The first minute is the most important
Reveal complexity slowly
Minimize choice
Don’t explain—experience
Oﬀer benefits first, then ask for
registration
Zichermann, 2011

http://www.flickr.com/photos/44124471362@N01/1583522/

Further Reading

Reading list
bit.ly/gamification-sidlit

Why I’m interested
•
•
•

New ways to motivate
New ways to monitor progress
New ways to collaborate

Why are you
interested?

Next steps?
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